
Firstly, I think we need to have the briefest of
crash courses in bedbug biology in order to fully
appreciate this elusive pest. 
As nymphs they are incredibly small, usually no
bigger than the head of a pin. They are a
translucent off-white colour but as they grow will
develop a mahogany sheen to their carapace until
they are adult and measuring at the size of roughly
half a shelled pea. 
All stages of the bedbug lifecycle are
hematophagic, meaning they need to consume
blood to survive. Finally, if being small,
translucent and blood drinking wasn’t nearly
enough to make you decidedly unlovable they
procreate through a process known as traumatic
insemination, which is as you may be starting to
realise, is just as fun for the female bedbug as it
sounds. They are, from beginning to end terrible
little beasties, and they are getting
EVERYWHERE.

10 THINGS YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT PEST CONTROL
(BUT NEVER ACTUALLY THOUGHT TO ASK)

In the folds of the mattress.
In the gaps in the bedframe, with special attention
to the headboard.
Inside bedside drawers, including inside any
books, especially the spine.
The joins between wallpaper, noting if its starting
to peel away from the wall, and behind picture
frames.
The wall-floor junction, principally if there is
poorly fitted skirting board or if the carpet doesn’t
fit flush to the wall.
Between the cushions of any sofa’s or chairs as
well as the chair itself.

First things first, bedbugs cannot jump, nor are
they massively adept climbers, needing a rough
textured surface in order to gain sufficient
purchase to climb. So as a rough rule of thumb
bedbugs tend to hide as close to their potential
hosts as possible. This means searching for
harbourage anywhere that is roughly the distance
of your outstretched arms from the bed, which
includes the bed itself.
Key places to look are:

There will be three key things to keep an eye out
for, the bedbugs themselves, their discarded cast
skins and the spotting left behind when they
defecate.
If you find bed bugs you can try to treat yourself
with the wide range of commercially available
products available, however due to the increasing
prevalence of resistance to insecticides in bedbugs
it would be strongly advised to engage a
professional pest manager at the first possible
opportunity.
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SECTION  3 - HOW DO YOU KNOW
IF YOUR ROOM HAS BEDBUGS?


